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Monaco 
Yacht Show 

Edition

GLOBAL DISCOVERY

Five yachts to take you to 

the ends of the earth

PERINI NAVI 

60 metre ketch for 

sale under construction

WHAT’S THE 

BIG IDEA?

New ideas from Oceanco,

Nobiskrug and Blohm+Voss

2017 launches from Heesen, 

Feadship and Turquoise

46 x 4

Fabulous four at 46 metres

Heesen Amore Mio, 

Baglietto Fast, Turquoise 

Razan and Wider Genesi

WINTER CHARTER 

INSPIRATIONS

From the West Indies to 

the East Indies and 

everywhere in between

EDMISTON AT 20

My how time flies!

SILENCIO

50 metre Perini 
The sailing world’s 
best value

LADY MAY

46 metre Feadship
Six time award 
winner

OCEANA

Jon Bannenberg 
at 55 metres

BURKUT

54 metre Italian 
best in class

KANALOA

48 metres of 
elegant value

ALUMERCIA

38 metre 
Discovery 
heritage

RIVA

Convertible 
innovation

DIONEA

Little ship
big ideas

MQ2

Traditional 
Feadship virtues

ENIGMA

THE SHOW’S 
STAR 

ATTRACTION

See page 7

75 
METRES

34 

KNOTS

THE TEN BEST DEALS 
AND WHY



Image source: Superyacht Times

DILBAR FACTS

Indoor swimming pool holds 180 cubic metres of water.

The 1,100 km of cabling is more than twice the distance 

between London and Paris. 10,000 square metres of hull and 

superstructure. Seven decks

LOOK WHO’S LAUNCHING

Four new yachts of note:

Discovery

72 metre Cloudbreak from Abeking & Rasmussen. 

Purpose built discovery yacht with over 8,000 mile range

Speed 

70 metres, 30 knots, Heesen’s Galactica Supernova.

The fastest and largest fast displacement yacht

Sail

70 metre Sybaris from Perini Navi. 

The largest sailing yacht ever built in Italy

510 yachts

over 30metres for sale

Green

Heesen’s 50 metre Nova, the hybrid-powered silent cruiser

The world’s largest yacht by volume 

is now 157m, Dilbar – 15,917 Gross 

Tonnes. To get an idea of her size, 

compare her to 95m Kismet 2.
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MONTHLY 

COMPARISON OF 

SALES 2015-2016
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When it comes to the big yachts Lürssen is the 

name on the biggest. Burj Khalifa, the world’s 

tallest building, is 828 metres. Since 2013 Lürssen 

has launched 1,086 metres of yachts.

Sizing up the market
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LONDON

+44 20 7495 5151

london@edmiston.com

MONACO

+377 93 30 54 44

monaco@edmiston.com

NEW YORK

+1 212 792 5370

newyork@edmiston.com

MEXICO CITY

+52 55 5280 9574

mexico@edmiston.com

www.edmiston.com
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THE POWER OF 

OUR DATA BASE

Over 50 per cent of our deals 

were in-house

per cent

THE MARKET SUMMARY

Sales to July 2016:

140 motor yachts

13 sailing yachts

EDMISTON SALES 

2015 v 2016:

Between January and July 

sales were up 20 per cent.

per cent

Jamie Edmiston

Chief Executive

We are dealmakers and our role is to narrow the distance between ask and offer 

through to a successful conclusion. With a twenty per cent increase in sales 

this year, it is a formula that is working.

As we enter the busy show season with Cannes, Monaco and Ft Lauderdale, our 

clients can rely on us to give them the intelligence to make informed decisions. 

As a seller, what is the highest price achievable? As a buyer, which are the best 

opportunities both on the market and at the shipyards?

At this year’s Monaco Show we have ten yachts each of which represents a 

real value proposition. A researched fleet all of which are best in class, often 

at the keenest price. 

Edmiston looks forward to driving ahead to get the best possible deals on 

behalf of our clients.

   For over 
two decades
   Edmiston
has focussed
       on the
business of
      yachting.

MONTHLY SALES

BY PRICE

This year’s highest monthly total 

was in April at €358 million.

(Boosted by 7 yachts over 

50 metres.)

BY LENGTH

The longest total was in 

June at 1,086 metres.

(The first month in two years to 

breach the 1,000 metre mark.)

1,086
M E T R E S

€358
M I L L I O N

mailto:brazil@edmiston.com
mailto:russia@edmiston.com
mailto:Antibes@edmiston.com
mailto:Montenegro@edmiston.com
mailto:shanghai@edmiston.com
mailto:london@edmiston.com
mailto:monaco@edmiston.com
mailto:newyork@edmiston.com
mailto:mexico@edmiston.com
http://www.edmiston.com/
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 The irresistible 
    lure of  Perini.

Built in Italy, admired by the world, loved by their owners 
yet so very misunderstood. A Perini Navi is thought of 
as one thing but capable of so much more. 
But compare the facts and there is a 
very strong case to be made for these 
breathtakingly beautiful yachts.

Owning a Perini Navi has a special cachet. Having just launched 70 metre Sybaris, the shipyard has 

two 60 metre yachts under construction. One is available for sale. It will be delivered by autumn 

2018 with the owner’s choice of interior design and cabin configuration. Following on from 60 metre 

Seahawk and Perseus^3, this ketch will give the owner all the advantages of a proven platform with 

near total customisation of everything else.
Perini Navi, 2017, 60m / 197ft, 12 guests

For more information, contact your Edmiston broker

THE 60 METRE KETCH
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“The 56 metre series was remarkably successful. Ten yachts benefitting from 
the same platform but with completely different interior styles. This 60 

metre is a great opportunity to buy under construction, completely 
customise the interior and take delivery late summer 2018.”

ALEX BUSHER – Edmiston broker
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S A I L I N G  S U M M A R Y

LENGTH

60 metres with two Panamax masts, 62 and 52 metres

A total sail area of over 2,100 square metres

HULL 

Aluminium hull. Under 500GT

CREW

Only 11 crew are required

Less crew to operate means 

more crew for service 

SPEED

Top speed of 15 knots, range 3,500 miles at 12 knots

– 60 metre yachts by A&R and Lürssen have the 

same top and cruising speeds

BEAM

11.4 metres with wide sidewalks

– The Amels 199 has a 10.3 metre beam 

– A recent 70 metre Feadship has an 11.5 metre beam

SPACE

– The aft deck is over 16 metres long

– The saloon and aft deck alone provide over 

 28 metres of entertaining space on one level*

–  Excluding the 61 square metre flybridge 

 there are 36 metres of continuous      

entertaining space on the main deck

– Over 380 square metres of guest space 

 (inside and on deck)

– 90 square metre dining cockpit, 

 88 square metre saloon and a 

 144 square metre master bedroom 

 with a ceiling height of over 2.1 metres

There was a time when Perini Navi yachts were considered motor sailers.

In the last few years, Ron Holland, Philippe Briand and Perini’s in-house architects have transformed the performance. They 

are unquestionably sailing yachts with global cruising power. Designers such as Remi Tessier, Christian Liaigre and Sir Norman 

Foster have created award-winning interiors. Aesthetically stunning, the experience of sailing on this 60 metre Perini will be totally 

exhilarating. Here is a great opportunity to shape one of the most important elements of one of the world’s most exclusive brands. 

6 0  M E T R E S  I N  N U M B E R S

62
metres

60
metres

52
metres

* Strictly speaking there are three 

steps down to the cockpit dining area.

Seahawk



The sailing yacht market is both 

complex and specialised. Most of the 

New Zealand shipyards have closed 

and construction has consolidated 

down to just three main builders – Royal 

Huisman, Vitters and Perini Navi. 

2015 was thought of as a poor year for 

the sector with sales declining by more 

than 25 per cent albeit on a very small 

sample. Edmiston sold 52 metre Red 

Dragon in the year’s largest deal. 

2016 is looking much brighter with   

57 metre Twizzle, 52 metre Mondango 2, 

50 metre Aquarius, 38 metre P2 and  

37 metre Shamrock V all being sold.

In total 14 yachts have changed 

ownership, an increase of 40 per cent.

Silencio is an exceptional deal. 

This 2001, 50 metre ketch is 

available for €10.5m. She can be 

seen at this year’s Monaco Yacht 

Show. See page 6 for details. 

Is Perini Navi the strongest brand in yachting?

Indeed, not just in yachting but as a brand per se. Having built 88 metre Maltese Falcon, the world’s most 

renowned sailing yacht, the shipyard has just delivered 70 metre Sybaris, the largest sailing yacht ever 

built in Italy. Ten sales of the 56 metre series make it the most successful semi-custom large sailing yacht 

platform of all time and race-tuned 38 metre P2 is a consistent race winner.

60 yachts have been delivered since Fabio Perini founded the shipyard in 1983. His revolutionary concept 

of automated sail handling and captive reel winches created an entirely new way to sail a large yacht.

The strength of the brand is that it represents the quintessence of yachting. Not only the yachts but 

the lifestyle. The biennial Perini Navi Cup, held on the Costa Smeralda, is a huge testimony to the loyalty 

and camaraderie that owners feel. There really is something very special about being part of this family; 

Ferrari has it, Leica has it, Patek Philippe has it. Probably only one or two other shipyards get close to it.

5

60M 56M 38MSYBARIS / 70MMALTESE FALCON / 88M

T H E  B R A N D

2 0 16  B R O K E R A G E  S A L E S

P E R I N I  –  T H E  D I S C O V E R Y  YA C H T

Seahawk

Rosehearty

“Our family of owners do extraordinary things. Fidelis sailed from Cape Horn 
to the Cape of Good Hope via the Antarctic. Rosehearty and Galileo G cruised 
from Greenland to the Northwest Passage this summer (passing each other 
in a fjord!). Exuma was in St Petersburg before transiting canals and lakes to 
reach the White Sea. Seahawk is in the South Pacific where Silencio was based 
before returning to the Med.”
          Burak Akgul – Perini Navi
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Silencio
■	 Best priced 45m+ sailing yacht on the market

■	 Perini Navi quality and heritage 

■	 Regatta winner (2013 Perini Cup and 2015 Millennium Cup)

■	 Christian Liaigre interior in superb condition

■	 Impressive 3,800 sq ft of deck space

■	 Solid charter reputation – many repeat clients

After a price cut of €2.4m Silencio is the best value sailing yacht over 

45 metres on the market. 

Built at Perini Navi in 2001, renowned designer Christian Liaigre 

transformed the interior creating an incredible amount of guest space.

In tip-top condition, the sails, air-conditioning, entertainment 

systems and navigational equipment were all replaced in 2013. With 

proven world cruising capability Silencio is a slick performer and recent 

winner of both the Perini Navi Cup and Millenium Cup regattas. Running 

costs are low, requiring only eight crew and using only 150 litres per hour 

under power. Silencio is quite simply the most competitive deal available.

Jonathan Barbe, jb@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Perini Navi, 2001 / 2012, 49.8m / 163ft, 10 guests, €10.5m

“After a price cut of €2.4m she is the 
best value on the market.”
Jonathan Barbe – Edmiston broker

mailto:jb@edmiston.com
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ENIGMA

■	 One of the world’s most renowned yachts 

■	 Martin Francis design built at Blohm+Voss, Germany  

■	 75 metres, 34 knots, 28,500 hp, 4,000mile range

■	 Entire owner’s upper deck

■	 Immaculate condition

One of the most distinctive yachts ever built, Enigma’s seventy-five metre steel hull blasts through the sea at 

34 knots. Gas turbine and diesel engines produce a combined 28,500 horsepower. 

With a cruising speed of 18 knots, Enigma is extremely flexible with a range of almost 4,000 miles at 

12 knots. Designed by Martin Francis, built in Germany by Blohm+Voss, the renowned curvaceous convex 

windows have an unsurpassed mystique. 

Her 1150GT of internal space is intelligently unconventional. The entire upper deck is dedicated to the 

owner and includes a private lounge and outside dining area. Above is the panoramic deck with a lounge and 

gym. The yacht comfortably sleeps 14 guests.

With a refit in 2014, she has been maintained in outstanding condition this is an opportunity for a sophisticated 

owner to acquire a yacht of enormous significance.

Nicholas Edmiston, NE@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Blohm + Voss, 1991 / 2014, 75m / 244ft, 15 guests, €47.5m

This year we have a line-up of ten yachts ranging from a sporty 27 metre 

40 knot Riva to the spectacular 75 metre, 34 knot Enigma. 

Six yachts will be on Edmiston Quay with a convenient entrance 

near the Monaco Yacht Club. Enigma takes pride of place on Quai 

Rainier III. The Edmiston tender service will take clients and their 

brokers around the Show.

Each of these yachts has been priced specifically to sell at Monaco 

and we believe that each and every one of them is best in class.

Please contact our offices to arrange a private guide with an 

Edmiston broker. Our chauffeured Range Rovers can collect you 

from Nice and Cannes airports and take you to and from your hotel. 

Everything to make your day an enlightening pleasure.

Speed v Economy: 
“Owing to the hydrofoil – Enigma has 

excellent fuel economy at cruising 
speed and an unbeaten top speed 

for a yacht of this size.”
Nicholas Edmiston – Edmiston Chairman

28
SEPTEMBER

01 
OCTOBER

EDMISTON QUAY

EDMISTON
LOUNGE

ENIGMA

mailto:NE@edmiston.com
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“High speed, long range, 
Feadship quality and 

under 500 GT. 
Highly impressive.”

Jamie Edmiston – Edmiston CEO

In 2015 Lady May was voted the world’s finest yacht of her size. 

In many ways, she is the Feadship that broke the Feadship rules.

Naval architecture was by Dubois with a raised pilothouse and 

an aluminium semi-displacement hull under 500GT. Not one of 

these features is typical of Feadship’s DNA.

Lady May* won the naval architecture, exterior and interior design categories at both the 

Showboats and World Superyacht Awards.

Low profile styling, silver metallic paint and extensive use of curvaceous glass create 

a superbly sleek impression. The entire main saloon seating area rotates 360 degrees on 

a cushion of compressed air to face the aft deck, the bar or an 82-inch tv screen. Glazed 

doors divide the lounge from the aft deck but open completely to create a huge indoor / 

outdoor entertaining space.

A retracting glass screen wraps around the flybridge with vents in the hardtop providing 

air conditioning. The result is an all-season lounging area with a large bar and dining table.

Light and height were key parts of the interior design brief to Redman Whiteley Dixon. 

Mirror-polished stainless steel frames the staircase and flows out across the saloon ceiling. 

The engineering is equally innovative with interceptor-like appendages optimising the 

hull’s performance to deliver both long range and high speed. Technically and aesthetically, 

Lady May is Feadship at its best. 

Jamie Edmiston, jse@edmiston.com, +44 20 7495 5151 or 

Alex Koersvelt, ak@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44 

Feadship, 2014, 46m / 151ft, 10 guests, €31m

■	 Winner of three 2015 ShowBoats and World Superyacht 

Design Awards

■	 Feadship quality, semi displacement speed, long range

■	 Designed for entertaining at every level

■	 Extensive use of glass throughout

■	 Better value than her immediate competition

Part of 
our value 
is finding it 
for you
Buying or selling, value is the most important feature

mailto:jse@edmiston.com
mailto:ak@edmiston.com
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“Fashion is temporary, style is forever” said 

Coco Chanel and this could very well apply to 

Bannenberg’s designs. And so it is with Oceana.

Built in 1991, her long sleek aluminium hull and 

superstructure is contemporary deco in style, 

particularly with her oversize oval windows that 

bring so much light inside. 

Twin Rolls-Royce waterjets power the yacht to 

over 20 knots and she can cruise for over 2,000 miles 

at 18 knots. A 1.45 metre draught allows the yacht 

to anchor in shallow water.

Oceana is in superb condition. The engines 

were rebuilt in 2014 when zero speed stabilisers 

were fitted. This year, the generators have been 

rebuilt and a total interior refit and repaint was 

completed at Benetti.

The upper deck master suite includes a private 

sitting room with direct access to the skylounge. 

One of the main deck tender bays transforms into a 

superb 6 metre balcony with uninterrupted sea views. 

Oceana’s sun deck has a shaded pool and plenty 

of space for entertaining, dining and sunbathing.

Oceana is priced at €8.9 million for a quick sale. 

She wi l l be on Edmiston Quay at the Monaco 

Yacht Show – to book an inspection visit contact 

Nathan Farrelly, nf@edmiston.com +377 93 30 54 44

Such was his impact on design that almost everyone can name their 

favourite Jon Bannenberg yacht. He pioneered so many ideas, bravely 

embraced technology and created a distinctive look long before 

creating a distinctive look was considered a smart thing to do.

Oceana
Oceanfast, 1991 / 2016, 

55m / 180ft, 10 guests, €8.9m

“Oceana’s iconic Bannenberg styling still looks 
as striking today as when she was launched. 
With her recent refit and competitive asking 
price she is one of the top deals of 2016.”
Nathan Farrelly – Edmiston broker

■ One of Jon Bannenberg’s finest designs 

■ Owner’s deck with observation lounge

■ Tender garages convert to sea lounge balconies

■ Full repaint, total interior refresh, engine/generators rebuilt

■ Semi displacement hull, 20 knots, 2,880 mile range 

mailto:nf@edmiston.com
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DIONEA was 

built in 1962 and 

converted in 2003. 

At 52 metres there 

are large, lounging 

areas both on deck 

and inside with the added benefit of a skylight over the dining salon. 

Furnished more like a contemporary Italian townhouse than a 

traditional yacht, Dionea defies convention and highlights personality. 

Everything from her tenders to the big funnel dining terrace has the 

personal touch of an owner’s home with a distinctive atmosphere.

A successful charter yacht, impressively maintained, Dionea is 

a lot of yacht for her €4.95m asking price.

Tomaso Polli, tp@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Felszegi, 1962 / 2003, 51.8m / 170ft, 12 guests, €4.95m

RIVA has a very 

special cachet. 

The 88 borrows 

car technology and  

at the touch of a 

button the entire 

cockpit roof hydraulically pivots like a convertible, giving you the 

option of hardtop or open-air cruising. 

Entertaining areas include a large saloon, shaded dining cockpit 

and the sleek flush furnished flybridge. Performance is typically 

robust with a top speed of nearly 40 knots and smooth handling from 

her enhanced GRP hull. Available for sea trials at the show, the yacht 

is unused and has €1 million off the official Riva price list.

Tomaso Polli, tp@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Riva, 2016, 26.8m / 88ft, 8 guests, €6.15m

MQ2 is a 49 metre 

traditional Feadship 

built in 1990. 

Extended and also 

comprehensively 

refitted, the works

included the installation of a new engine, generators, hydraulics, 

power management, insulation and a total exterior repaint.

With all the fundamentals completed this is a great opportunity  

to buy into the Feadship brand at a reasonable price.

Peter Jones, pj@edmiston.com, +44 (0) 20 7495 5151

Feadship, 1990 / 2015, 49m / 161ft, 12 guests, €14.95m

Designed by Francesco Paszkowski and built at Baglietto, Burkut is 

a 54 metre steel displacement yacht with over 730GT.

The sun deck has a very unusual glass-enclosed wellness spa 

with a gym, sauna, steam-shower, massage and beauty treatment 

room opening out to a sunbathing terrace with rectangular Jacuzzi. 

A large shaded dining terrace is on the main deck.

Interior styling uses Fendi’s opulent contemporary furniture, 

fabrics and lighting with a rich theme of cream, beige and leather.  

Burkut sleeps ten guests in a full-beam master suite with twin 

balconies and four other guests cabins. 

Contact Alex Koersvelt, ak@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Baglietto, 2009 / 2012, 54m / 177ft, 10 guests, €19.5m

Built at Heesen in Holland this innovative 38 metre aluminium 

displacement yacht defies convention. Purpose built for discovery 

voyages she completed a double circumnavigation and in excess 

of 100,000 miles with an outstanding reliability record. 

This was the first yacht equipped with the Azimuth double prop 

system for outstanding economy and manoeuvrability. With a top 

speed of over 13 knots she has a range of 5,500 miles.

The ecelectic contemporary interior has 377GT of space, sleeps 10 

guests, has large windows and a big open saloon. The multi-faceted 

outdoor space even includes a beach club and tender garage. 

Winner of the World Superyacht Award in 2015 for refit, 

Alumercia is the ideal go-anywhere, do-anything family cruiser.

Contact James Lloyd, jesml@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Heesen, 2000, 38m / 124ft, 8 guests, €10.95m

“All of the hard work and major expenditure has been 

done, now is the time for the aesthetics and the fun.”

BURKUT

■	 Proven world explorer with 

5,500 mile range

■	 Heesen built with aluminium 

displacement hull

■	 Highly economic 85 litres 

per hour at 10 knots 

■	 Flexible beach club / tender 

garage

■	 Winner of 2015 World Super 

Yacht Award best refit

■	 Best priced yacht in her class

■	 High volume interior – 730 GT

■	 Glass enclosed sun deck wellness centre

■	 Renowned Italian design and build team

■	 Successful charter yacht

Alumercia

“Burkut has such a special 
sun deck and she is the best 

priced yacht in her class.”
Alex Koersvelt – Broker

mailto:tp@edmiston.com
mailto:tp@edmiston.com
mailto:pj@edmiston.com
mailto:ak@edmiston.com
mailto:jesml@edmiston.com
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ITASCA will be 

at both Newport 

and Ft Lauderdale 

boat shows this 

autumn. With the 

superstructure 

fully repainted, this heavy duty, Ice Class, helicopter-enabled 

discovery yacht is ready for her next owner’s adventure. Unlike 

cruising yachts that embark on remarkable journeys, Itasca was 

specifically designed for them. With a range of 16,000 miles 

she is independent, efficient and highly practical. Thinking of 

adventure? Come and see the real deal. Newport 15-18 Sept, 

Ft Lauderdale 3-7 Nov.

Alex Busher, ab@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44 

J & K Smits, 1961 / 2000, 53.6m / 176ft, 10 guests, $19.95m

ALDABRA is 

a 51 metre steel 

displacement 

yacht built at 

Codecasa and 

launched in 2012. 

Her space and condition are remarkable. Competitively priced, 

she will be available for inspection at Ft Lauderdale.

Tomaso Polli, tp@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Robert Shepherd, rs@edmiston.com, +1 212 792 5370

Codecasa, 2011, 51m / 167ft, 12 guests, US$25m

Kanaloa could well be the finest yacht of her age, size and style. Launched in 1996 and totally 

rebuilt in late 2015, the steel hull was restored, the yacht was entirely repainted and the 

engines rebuilt to zero hours rating. 

Classic Zuretti interior styling includes beautifully polished woods and marbles with elegant 

furniture pieces. Exceptionally spacious both inside and on deck, eleven guests sleep in six 

cabins including two full-beam suites. The sun deck, in particular, is astonishing for a yacht 

of this size.

With a special commendation at the World Superyacht Awards, Kanaloa is highly regarded 

reinforced by the fact that she has been a very successful charter yacht since her relaunch. 

After a recent price reduction down to €5.95 million, she is outstanding value.

Contact Alex Koersvelt, ak@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

CRN, 1996 / 2015, 48m / 157ft, 11 guests, €5.95m

KANALOA

BROKERAGE OUTSIDE OF THE SHOW

“Aldabra’s upper salon is the largest of any 50 metre 

yacht. In fact it is bigger than most 60 metre yachts.”

Developed by Edmiston, built at Feadship, Bella Vita has 499GT, the maximum internal space within the sub 

500GT category. The distinctive shape of her steel displacement hull provides three advantages: outstanding 

ceiling heights, tall oversize vertical windows and, as a result, remarkably bright interiors. The master suite 

also has a near full-length skylight.

Bella Vita has six cabins – the master and four doubles on the main deck and a VIP on the upper deck. 

Flush teak extends from the aft terrace into the skylounge creating a huge inside/outside entertaining space. 

Equally impressive is a swimming platform large enough to be used as a sea-level dining area.

Bella Vita is in pristine condition: entirely rebuilt engines, a fully repainted exterior and a totally refitted 

interior. She is the only F45 on the market and US duty has already been paid.

Available for inspection in Newport, Rhode Island – contact Cornelius Gerling for more information       

cg@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Feadship, 2008 / 2014, 45m / 147ft

12 guests, US$26.9m

“Bella Vita is a winner 
because of her layout. Not 
one square centimetre is 
wasted. And her interior 
space is equally impressive.”
Cornelius Gerling – broker

Bella Vita

NAUTA is a very 

well-preserved 

30 metre fast 

cruising yacht with 

the unmistakable 

character of 

thoroughbred Italian design. Launched from Baglietto in 2001, she has 

only been used privately and can blast along at 30 knots or cruise for 

nearly 2,000 miles at 12 knots. She is far more than just a sports yacht.

Having just completed a full technical overhaul, she is in pristine 

condition. With 5 double cabins, her split-level upper deck is laid 

out with dining, lounging and sunbathing areas. Available to view in 

Imperia, Nauta is technically superb and keenly priced (VAT paid).

Cornelius Gerling, cg@edmiston.com, +377 93 30 54 44

Baglietto, 2001 / 2007, 33m / 108ft, 10 guests, €1.85m

■	 Award winning total refit in 2015

■	 Gloss panelled traditional interior by Zuretti

■	 Engines reset to zero hours

■	 Exceptionally spacious – huge sun deck

■	 Outstanding value after recent price cut

mailto:ab@edmiston.com
mailto:tp@edmiston.com
mailto:rs@edmiston.com
mailto:ak@edmiston.com
mailto:cg@edmiston.com
mailto:cg@edmiston.com
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    GlobalDiscovery
 5radical   routes Radical styling, a sense of adventure, independence, 

unlimited capability – discovery yachts have become 

high profile news in the last 18 months. Clients are 

venturing into uncharted waters. It is not just about 

where to go, but how to get there. 

What exactly defines a discovery yacht? Each client has a vision of what they want to 
achieve from their adventure and with today’s technology most yachts over 40 metres 
are capable of some degree of global cruising.

Swimming pools, observation lounges, 

retractable glass-enclosed dining and 

lounging salons – right now Kilkea is at the 

perfect stage to create one of the world’s most 

sophisticated and capable discovery yachts.
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Vard is one of the leading builders of heavy-duty commercial vessels. 

Based in Norway, their ships are built in a number of locations to 

their exact and managed specifications. The shipyard is owned by the 

Italian Fincantieri Group that has built some of the largest yachts in 

the world including 140 metre Ocean Victory and 134 metre Serene.

The group therefore understands the demands and priorities of both commercial ships 

and private yachts.

82 metre Project Kilkea is already under construction in SE Asia where the Ice Class steel 

hull and superstructure are almost complete. Depending on your choice of features, layout 

and specification, delivery could be within 18 months.

Edmiston has brought in Bannenberg & Rowell to create a vision of how the new ship 

could be interpreted. The results are incredibly spectacular.

From a technical perspective Kilkea is planned with diesel-electric propulsion using twin 

Azimuthing pods. Particular emphasis has been placed on DNV’s Clean Design specification. 

With Dynamic Positioning, Kilkea can anchor in the most sensitive ice or coral environment 

with minimal impact and her range of over 4,000 miles could be increased by the installation 

of larger fuel tanks.

From a lifestyle perspective, the ship can operate totally independently for up to 30 

days at sea. Bannenberg & Rowell’s innovative ideas include considerable use of glazing to 

maximise nature’s ability to astonish at all times, day or night.

Depending on your choice of layout up to 32 guests sleep in enormously spacious suites, 

many with balconies or even laid out as double height duplex apartments.

With over 5,000GT of internal volume there is space for almost every imaginable feature 

for entertaining, fitness and the storage and launching of tenders, helicopters, submarines 

and amphibious vehicles. 

Swimming pools, observation lounges, retractable glass-enclosed dining and lounging 

salons – right now Kilkea is at the perfect stage to create one of the world’s most sophisticated 

and capable discovery yachts.

Vard-Kilkea1
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Based in the same town as Kleven, Ulstein’s renowned support 

ships are highly specialised with state-of-the-art systems and  

pre-engineered platforms.

Ulstein build to almost any size. Time constraint will be the governing factor to custom 

build, adapt something under construction or convert an existing ship. Currently there is 

an opportunity to adapt an 83 metre project already under construction.

Ulstein’s axe bow has been proven in the harshest conditions with specific performance 

advantages in both speed and economy – a considerable factor when it comes to the 

long-distance open-ocean cruising that is such a big part of the appeal of these yachts.

Diesel electric propulsion, dynamic positioning and DNT Clean Design are similar 

specifications to the Vard but with 3,600GT Ulstein’s volume is lower. 

The current concept is planned for 22 guests but the layout and interior design is 

open to interpretation. Edmiston has considerable experience creating teams to develop 

projects of this nature. Talk to one of our brokers for more information.  

Ulstein is very committed to environmental issues and is researching advanced 

composite hulls, solar power and renewable energy.

Built in Italy, Sanlorenzo’s 460EXP superbly answers the challenge of building a 

compact discovery yacht. Three have already sold with hull number four available 

in eighteen months.

Although the Sanlorenzo does not compete head on with the other yachts it is totally capable of global 

cruising and at a considerably lower cost of purchase and operation. 

With 460 gross tons this is a much more intimate environment. She has considerable guest space, 

greater manoeuvrability, a 5,000 mile range and the ability to store an amphibious seaplane, mini-helicopter 

or submarine alongside her 10 metre tender on the main aft deck. When all this equipment is deployed, there 

is a large open sunbathing terrace with a full-beam countercurrent infinity pool.

There are a number of pre-planned interior layouts with considerable scope for customisation. Some 

clients have included a beach club, others an additional cabin or even a scuba diving centre.

Depending on your choice of layout, ten guests sleep in five double cabins with the full-beam master on 

the main deck. The sun deck can be an observation platform as well as a dining and entertaining terrace.

The 460EXP has the distinction of being awarded double classification: RINA comfort class, due to 

extremely low sound and vibrations levels, and Green Plus for environmental standards.

The Sanlorenzo is clearly not specified for polar icebreaking exploration. However she could cruise in 

cold climates (Alaska, Patagonia, Greenland for example) and is ideal for an adventure cruise to South East 

Asia, the Galapagos or the Indian Ocean archipelagos.

“The norm for all our designs is 
a holistic profile in which the 
eco footprint is key.”
Tore Ulstein.

Ice Class hulls power through ice in different 

ways. Vard goes for strength of ‘crush’ to make a 

path whereas the Sea Axe designs of both Ulstein 

and Damen cut through the ice. Other hybrid 

solutions include the brute power of reinforcement 

utilised by Ulysses. Effectiveness, comfort and 

noise are the trade-offs between three systems. 

While each shipbuilder believes their design 

to be the best, much actually depends 

on the state of the ice.

Sanlorenzo
460EXP

Ulstein

2

4
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Dutch shipbuilder Damen has approached this entire 

subject from a different perspective. 

With input from Amels and the exploration brand EYOS, SeaXplorer 

is a range of three yachts specifically designed to answer the needs 

of clients that want the best of both worlds – superyacht quality and 

professional ship capability.

Damen is a highly successful shipbuilder with contracts in the defence 

and offshore sectors and an annual turnover of €2 billion.

The range includes fully worked-up plans for 65, 90 and 100 metre 

vessels sleeping 12, 22 or 30 guests. The first 65 metre project has just 

been sold. Depending on the specification, delivery is within three years 

from contract.

SeaXplorer hulls use the Ice Class Damen Sea Axe design with 

a double action that breaks through ice in both forward and reverse 

motions. They are the first range to meet the strict IMO polar Code 

and can remain independent for 40 days. Layouts include storage for a 

substantial array of tenders including a submarine, expedition RIB and 

two helicopters (on the 100 yacht). 

Designed by Azure Naval Architects, SeaXplorers are specifically 

designed to combine the highest common denominators of yacht quality 

and comfort with industrial-grade strength and capability. Custom-built 

on pre-engineered platforms, these yachts are designed specifically to 

visit the wildest places on earth.

Ulysses was custom-built at Kleven in Norway. The hull was based on a 

shipyard platform designed by the highly experienced Marin Teknikk studio 

responsible for offshore commercial vessels. Yacht quality guest areas were 

designed by H2.

The yacht’s authentic style extends to the unfaired Ice Class steel hull. According to the shipyard 

the intention was to build a yacht that is “a robust, hard-working character with luxurious added extras”. 

One advantage of Ulysses is that it is already launched, tested and sailing the oceans. With a 

helicopter hangar, 21 metre 50 knot exploration tender, an entire owner’s deck, cinema, fitness and 

wellness centre and a garage with a huge selection of sports equipment, this ship is ready to immediately 

embark on her next discovery voyage.

With Rolls-Royce technical equipment, the entire specification is of the highest order. 30 guests 

sleep in 15 suites and there are several lounges and observation rooms. 

She is available for inspection in the Mediterranean.

“The result is well beyond a 
pretty rendering. It’s a fully 
developed range.”
Rob Luijendijk – Amels Managing Director

Damen 
SeaXplorer

Ulysses

3

5

In 1460, Christopher Columbus launched 36 metre Santa Maria. In 2004 

Perini Navi launched a 56 metre ketch of the same name. Both sailed 

the oceans of the world albeit with slightly different levels of comfort.

Four yachts set out a blueprint for discovery-style yachting and they are 

all still operating at the height of their powers: 54 metre Itasca,  

59 metre Senses, 88 metre Arctic P and 126 metre Octopus.

Having looked at options across the globe, Edmiston is focusing on five 

projects that embrace everything from size, scope, delivery time and price. 

These include a custom-built 107 metre ship, two industrial conversions 

of the highest pedigree, a brand-new range from Holland and the best 

of the current trend for discovery yachts from Italy.

ULYSSES

Builder: Kleven

Shipyard: Norway

Length: 107m / 351ft

Guests: 30 guests

Range: 8,500 Nm

GT: 5,937 tonnes 

SEAXPLORER

Builder: Damen

Shipyard: Holland

Length: up to 100m / 328ft

Guests: up to 30 guests

Range: Dependent on size

GT: Dependent on size 

KILKEA

Builder: Vard

Shipyards: Norway and Vietnam

Length: 82m / 270ft

Guests: up to 32 guests

Range: 4,000 Nm

GT: 5,000 tonnes 

ULSTEIN

Builder: Ulstein

Shipyard: Norway

Length: 83m / 273ft

Guests: 22 guests

Range: 4,000 Nm

GT: 3,600 tonnes 

460EXP

Builder: Sanlorenzo

Shipyard: Italy

Length: 43m / 141ft

Guests: 10 / 12 guests

Range: 5,000 Nm

GT: 460 tonnes 



In the 80–90metre category Edmiston has been involved with 

the development and construction of some of the world’s 

most spectacular yachts. Our practical hands-on experience 

gives us a special insight as to the difference between 

interesting ideas and realistic projects. Here we feature 

three designs from top shipyards with proven track records. 

The projects are at different stages of development 

and range in delivery from 2–4 years. The ideas 

include some of the most unusual innovations 

we have seen and still enable considerable 

customisation of interior layouts.

 

To discuss how these concepts could fit in with a 

vision of your new yacht, talk to an Edmiston broker.

16 N E W  C O N S T R U C T I O N  B R O K E R A G E



Moonstone is visually extraordinary. But, for a moment, put aside the 

stunning spectacle of 300 dimmable light panels integrated into the hull 

and superstructure. Consider this the opportunity to own the latest and 

one of the largest Oceanco yachts with the reassurance of the highest 

quality construction standards and a reliable delivery date.

Based on their efficient, proven 90 metre platform, the layout can 

be adapted to suit the owner’s plans and be PYC classed to sleep more 

than 12 guests commercially.

The entire sky deck is dedicated to the owner’s apartment where it 

has the best views and greatest comfort. With just under 3,000GT the 

yacht includes a full spa, professional cinema, sun deck lounge and a 

glass-enclosed main saloon.

Outside space is sublime and the ‘best of the best’ is the split-level 

main deck beach club with a glass cube infinity pool – an Oceanco project 

that remains unsurpassed.

Returning to Moonstone’s ‘piece de resistance’, the infinitely variable 

LED lightshow is made up of triangular panels powered by solar energy. 

Controlled by iPad, the entire programme can be left to randomly run by 

itself or be activated by the owner. Moonstone even has a matching tender.

The concept has been extended along the superstructure and into 

the swimming pool where shafts of light reflect through the water like a 

liquid kinetic sculpture. Thoroughly tested and proven in marine conditions, 

Moonstone will be the first yacht to adopt such a revolutionary idea.

Oceanco, 90m / 295ft, 14 guests

Contact Edmiston for the next build slot

“The challenge is not 
to create something 

different but to create 
something unique.”

Peter van Geest - Designer
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“Our 
practical 

hands-on 
experience 

gives us a special 
insight as to the 

difference between 
interesting ideas 

and realistic projects.”
Jamie Edmiston – CEO Edmiston
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The idea of a sunken spa was inspired by the ancient baths of Rome. Built into the lower levels of buildings, they were kept cool by the shade and breeze.

BV80

“We designed this yacht to be 

distinctive but cost effective; to have exciting 

features but also be practical. The entire aft 

section of the yacht is in response to a specific brief 

from the shipyard. A fully glazed poolhouse links the  

main saloon with the swimming pool. 

This entire area then connects with a beach club 

and spa planned for wellness activities, yoga and a 

special spa pool. Blohm + Voss undertook a lot 

of research and connection to the spa and sea 

is a real driver for clients.” 

Ben Harrison – Creative Director Eidsgaard Design

Blohm+Voss 

delivery 2019 

80m / 262ft 

12 guests



(Germany)

BV80 80 metres 2019

YACHTS BUILT:

Enigma

Palladium

Motor Yacht A

(Germany)

LEGATO 90 metres

YACHTS BUILT:

Sailing Yacht A

Tatoosh

Siren

(Holland)

MOONSTONE 90 metres 

YACHTS BUILT:

Alfa Nero

Sunrays

Equanimity

What makes this yacht unique is the spa area forward on the main 

deck. Glass screens retract on the upper deck to create a fresh air 

spa with sunbeams piercing through the upper pool to dapple light 

into this stunning space.  

Other features include a balcony in each of the six cabins, a duplex 

beach club and a Jacuzzi in the master suite that is surrounded by 

retracting glass panels. The owner’s deck is fully independent, enabling 

arrival by helicopter without needing to access any other part of the 

yacht. This is just one of two helipads.

Legato has a steel hull and superstructure with either conventional 

or diesel electric power. This is a complex design but Nobiskrug has 

proven shipbuilding prowess having launched the revolutionary 143 

metre sailing yacht A. Talk to an Edmiston broker and look into the 

highly original ideas behind this very practical project.

Nobiskrug, 90m / 295ft, 12 guests, contact Edmiston for the next build slot.

LEGATO
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With the steel hull almost complete, delivery is scheduled for spring 2019. A fully customised interior 

is also achievable in this timescale.

Designed by the award-winning Eidsgaard Studio there is a long wish-list of features: triple-height 

glazed atrium, open fire pits, a nightclub, indoor garden, sun deck cinema and a retractable roof over 

the master bedroom.

The beach club is large enough for a bar, lounging area and a full spa. It also has direct internal 

access so that this entire wellness studio can be used while the yacht is underway. Guest areas are 

divided evenly between exterior and interior space with an interior volume of 2,350GT.

This is a highly accomplished project. Blohm+Voss has built some of the most renowned yachts in 

the world and this is their first semi-custom venture. With a short lead time considering the amount of 

change that is still possible, the BV80 gives clients the opportunity to own a customised yacht from a 

top north European shipyard in just 30 months.

The idea of a sunken spa was inspired by the ancient baths of Rome. Built into the lower levels of buildings, they were kept cool by the shade and breeze.

“Legato was 
designed to be 
at her very 
best every day 
of the year in 
every part of 
the planet.”
Andrea Borzelli – Designer

Facts 
without 
fiction
We always look for substance 

before we sell style.

LEGATO IS DEFINED BY ITS SWIMMING POOLS. DESIGNED BY ITALIAN ARCHITECTS BORZELLI & BERTA  

AND BUILT IN GERMANY AT NOBISKRUG, THERE ARE THREE POOLS: 5.7 METRES ON THE OWNER’S DECK,  

5.7 METRES INSIDE ON THE MAIN DECK AND 8.9 METRES AFT ON THE MAIN DECK.

BV80 HAS ONE PARTICULAR ADVANTAGE OVER OUR OTHER TWO YACHTS –  

SHE IS ALREADY UNDER CONSTRUCTION AT GERMANY’S BLOHM+VOSS.

8.9m + 5.7m + 5.7m =

20.3m
TOTAL LENGTH OF POOLS
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GENESI
WIDER

“When the man came from RINA to test 
the noise and vibration levels he shook his 
machine to test it was working.”
Tilli Antonelli – CEO Wider

Wider is a new Italian shipyard. Designed from a blank sheet 

of paper Genesi is 46 metres of innovation, practical ideas 

and features that would be unusual at 70 metres.

The yacht was designed to achieve the lowest possible 

pollution and noise levels using the latest hybrid technology. Four 

generators in the bow power the yacht via azimuthing pods, at 

the same time charging lithium polymer batteries. These provide 

electricity and can even drive the yacht at low speeds.

With no conventional engine room, the additional space was 

devoted to a drive-in dock large enough for a 37 knot tender. 

When the tender is out, the space becomes a seawater swimming 

pool as part of the 90 square metre beach club.

Another unusual idea is an aluminium displacement hull and 

Genesi’s 4,800 mile range (at ten knots) is the longest of our four yachts. 

The interior is also feature-rich with balconies and full-height 

opening windows. Italian styling is elegant, contemporary and 

makes the most of the large, light space on each deck.

If green issues and economic running are priorities, this yacht 

has much to offer. Keen to do a deal, Wider is a serious contender. 

This autumn Edmiston has four brand–new 47 metre 

yachts for sale. Apart from being (almost) the same 

size, they could not be more different. Indeed 

radically different. From Holland, Italy and 

Turkey, Edmiston Intelligence presents the 

wildest, widest choice on water.

If you are in the market for a new 47 metre yacht, you 

have chosen the perfect time. Three of these yachts are 

available immediately with the fourth due in November. 

From the best of conventional to cutting–edge 

technology, the designers and shipyards have embraced 

just about every available option. Which yacht to choose 

is very much a matter of your priorities – balancing space, 

speed, range, economy, build quality and, of course, price.

All four have their plusses and minuses. In simple 

terms the Heesen and Bagl iet to are both 

semi-displacement sports yachts and the 

Wider and Turquoise are displacement cruisers. But, 

as you will see, it is not that simple. Talk to an Edmiston 

broker for insight as to which yacht would best suit 

your requirements.
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Amore Mio is arguably the largest and fastest sports yacht built in Holland 

with all the advantages of build quality and resale value. Heesen started as a 

builder of aluminium performance yachts and no other large shipbuilder has 

the same degree of expertise. 

Designed by Omega, the arrow-like semi-displacement hull powers to a top speed 

of 30 knots but is efficient enough for a range of 2,750 miles at 12 knots. Tested in the 

North Sea, her seakeeping capability is enhanced by three gyro stabilisers. Her stats 

are highly impressive: 40 metres of deck space, 30 metres of interior space in a yacht 

of 45 metres overall is a remarkable feat of planning. The sundeck is over 90 square 

metres and includes an outdoor cinema, bar and a dining area.

Styling is subjective but Christiano Gatto’s contemporary Italian design uses walnut 

and Loro Piano fabrics for a rich, comfortable bright interior that is beautifully built. 

Outwardly, the Heesen competes with the Baglietto but it has twenty five per cent 

less volume. The Holland versus Italy rivalry was never more acutely illustrated.

Designed by Baglietto’s long-term partner 

Francesco Paszkowski, the 46 Fast is a sleek, 

low-profile semi displacement aluminium 

sports yacht with 28 knots top speed. Her 

dark silver hull with tinted windows and flush 

glass is Italian styling at its best.

Outside space is impressive with a big foredeck 

seating and dining area and sunbathing terraces 

on two other decks that would be the envy of any 

resort. However there is no spa pool.

Space is definitely a big plus point on the 46 Fast. 

Paszkowski’s minimalist interior is chic and cool 

with rosewood panell ing subtle detail ing in the 

l ighting, f lush finishes of the wardrobes and the 

particular choice of furniture. 

In summary, the 46 Fast is arguably the best 

Italian big sports yacht. Plenty of the ‘magic three’ 

– space, speed and style – but talk to your Edmiston 

broker to discuss pricing.

R A Z AN
TURQUOISE

46 FAST
BAGLIET TO

AMORE MIO
HEESEN

Based in Turkey, Turquoise and Oceanco have the same ultimate owner.  

The refocused brand is keen to create a distinctive niche and commissioned 

H2 to design two new yachts – 47 metre project Razan and 77 metre Victory  

(see page 22). The results are extremely impressive.

With a steel displacement hull, Razan has 496GT – the largest of our four yachts 

but below the 500GT threshold for reduced running costs.

One thing is immediately apparent about this yacht. The quality of materials, such 

as macassar screens, silver metallic wallpapers, shagreen, white leather and inlaid steel 

panelling, mother of pearl detailing, onyx and even Swarovski glass panelled doors, is 

the decorative menu of a full custom yacht. The main saloon even has an inset glass 

chandelier. The entire build process has been supervised by independent experts.

Razan can sleep up to 12 guests in six cabins and has a good balance of interior 

and exterior space. This is the only yacht of our quartet with a formal beach club. It 

includes both gym and spa areas as well as a bar and seating. 

This is a superbly accomplished yacht. H2 has done a great job of bringing 

contemporary design to the shipyard’s first new project. Razan is very competitively 

priced – her value is undeniable.

RAZAN

Turquoise

2016

47m / 154ft

9.6m / 31ft

12

Steel / Displ

496

16 Knots

4,200 Nm

€21m

GENESI

Wider

2016

46m / 150ft

8.6m / 28ft

10

Al / Displ

484

14 Knots

4,700 Nm

€26m

46 FAST

Baglietto

2016

46m / 150ft

9.2m / 30ft

10

Al / Semi

499

28 Knots

3,500 Nm

€28.5m

AMORE MIO

Heesen

2016

45m / 147ft

8.4m / 27ft

10

Al / Semi

360

30 Knots

2,750 Nm

€28.7m

BUILDER

YEAR

LENGTH

BEAM

GUESTS

HULL

GT

SPEED

RANGE

PRICE
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Three very significant yachts that 

will be launched in 2017 are 

available for purchase. At 

55, 77 and 96 metres each 

yacht has outstanding 

credentials in design, 

technology, space and 

styling. Contemporary 

yachting at its very 

best. Projects l ike 

these can take three 

years to build and at 

least a year to develop. 

Here is the opportunity

to speed up the process 

and take delivery of your 

yacht in under 12 months. 

Any new Feadship is news. 
So the availability of a brand 
new 96 metre Feadship is 
intelligence our clients 
need to know about.
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DUE FOR LAUNCH IN MARCH, ALIDA WILL BE THE MOST TECHNICALLY ADVANCED 

55 METRE YACHT ON THE MARKET. 

Central to Heesen’s new technology is a revolutionary fast displacement steel hull that makes Alida 

the most fuel-efficient yacht of her size. The savings are dramatic – potentially as much as 30 per cent 

on a trans-oceanic crossing.

Designed by Frank Laupman with interiors by Bannenberg & Rowell, Alida has impressive statistics: 

55 square metre beach club, 100 square metre sun deck, 100 square metre skylounge and a total volume 

of nearly 740GT. She has a range of 4,500 miles at 14 knots and a top speed of 16 knots. 

Panoramic views play a big part in the design ethos of the yacht. The skylounge is surrounded by 

glass and most of the guest space has floor-to-ceiling windows. Bannenberg & Rowell’s interiors look 

to be the pinnacle of classic contemporary yacht style. A very large beach club could include a gym and 

spa. (It is still possible for the owner to make these decisions.) 

In summary – Heesen is putting a lot into their second 55 metre yacht.

Heesen’s Alida has 740GT. 
Over 10 per cent more 
internal space than 
her great rival the 
Amels 180.

96VERTIGO
FEADSHIP

ALIDA
HEESEN

Designed by Redman Whiteley Dixon, Vertigo is the 

latest in Feadship’s stream of super-large 90m+ yachts 

such as Madame Gu, Royal Romance and Symphony.

At just under the 3,000GT threshold, there is 

enough space for every feature to excel. The foredeck 

has a helicopter hangar and refuelling dock and the 

entire owner’s deck includes an aft terrace with a 

Jacuzzi pool. Six decks accommodate 18 guests and 

32 crew with over 900 square metres alone being 

dedicated to guest suites.

Vertigo has three pool areas: the sun deck that 

also has an air-conditioned gym, and then two pools 

within the duplex spa and beach club. The 9 metre 

upper pool has a glass bottom allowing sunbeams 

to pierce through into the bar and terrace seating 

area below.

Clearly Vertigo will be a very special yacht with 

the build quality, features and resources that go into 

a 96 metre Feadship. The opportunity to purchase 

such a large project so close to launch is almost 

unprecedented. Talk to your Edmiston broker for a 

full briefing and an update on delivery.  
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VICTORY IS THE FIRST OF A NUMBER OF YACHTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION ON 

SPECULATION AT TURQUOISE. AND VERY IMPRESSIVE IT LOOKS TOO.

Designers H2 are responsible for both interior and exterior styling and they have brought a level of sophistication 

that puts Victory in a very competitive position.

Exterior design is at the very forefront of current trends with flowing lines and a move away from the structured 

style of the last few years.

With just under 2000GT there is an enormous amount of space and it has been outstandingly assigned. Five 

guest decks include an entire level dedicated to the owner with a spa pool and outside terraces both forward 

and aft. There are nine guest cabins and the yacht sleeps 18 guests.

 To be launched in December 2017, Victory has good performance figures too – 17 knots top speed and a 

6,000 mile range at 15 knots. 

The interior is richly detailed with a host of exotic finishes superbly arranged into an overall theme. We have 

a full presentation of the yacht’s design for discussion with your Edmiston broker. Very competitively priced with 

delivery in early 2018, Victory looks like a winner.

German 
commercial 
acumen, 

British design, 

Turkish flexibility. 

Looks like an 
outstanding team. 

77VictoryTURQUOISE
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Outstanding features? 
One is the owner’s suite with 
its floor-to-ceiling windows 
that allows all-round views 
while remaining entirely 
private. The second is the 
165 square metre beach 
club with its full spa and 
lounge amenities. 
Cornelius Gerling – Edmiston broker
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EDMISTON 

PERFECT 

VISION FOR 

WINTER

WITH A CHOICE OF HUNDREDS OF YACHTS AND THOUSANDS OF PLACES IT 

IS EASY TO BE OVERWHELMED. SO LET US FOCUS: TWENTY PLACES TO GO – 

TWENTY YACHTS TO CHARTER. THIS WINTER IS GOING TO BE SPECTACULAR 

AND THE PLANNING STARTS RIGHT HERE.

Set the controls for the heart of the sun. (Or even the snow.) What do you have 

planned for this winter? As the sun migrates south, Edmiston has innumerable 

ways to follow. From the West Indies to the East Indies and everywhere in 

between. Choose a location, choose an experience – something that you have 

always wanted to do and see – and Edmiston will put together spectacular 

ideas on a beautiful yacht.
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*All prices based on the lowest rate per week

Chilling out in the Caribbean is a great way to re-energise. 

Anything from simply relaxing onboard in the sublime climate 

of the Windies through to action-packed scuba, trekking, 

golf, sailing, skiing, kitesurfing, jetskiing, submarining or 

visiting an art gallery – underwater. Dining is better than ever 

with more choice and better cuisine. From the private chef 

on your yacht, through to Michelin star ashore the choice is 

international. But then maybe local flavours are the way to  

go – if you know where to go. And we do. 

Want to know the best beach or nightclubs? The spa in which to 

detox after the party that was so much fun? Where to go, what to do? 

Talk to your Edmiston broker. 

Edmiston can plan for hot or cold climates. Caribbean islands from St 

Barths to Dominica and now even Cuba, The Mexican Riviera from Cabo 

to the Sea of Cortez, Indian Ocean archipelagos from the Seychelles 

to the Maldives or wild, exotic South East Asia – Palau and even Papua 

New Guinea. Consider a river cruise – the Amazon and the Mekong 

come to mind. As a complete contrast, consider the Antarctic. Plan an 

expedition that is out of your comfort zone on a yacht where comfort 

is so sublime. 

Our adventures know no limits. Discover a new island (it happens), 

investigate a lost civilization in Mexico, meet tribespeople in the Philippines 

or swim with giants in the Pacific – it could all happen this winter.

CARIBBEAN

TALITHA / ANTIGUA  
80m, 12 guests, from €433,125

UTOPIA / ANTIGUA  
72m, 12 guests, from €435,000

LADY BRITT / ANTIGUA  
63m, 12 guests, from US$440,000

MISCHIEF / ST MAARTEN  
52m, 12 guests, from US$235,000

INCEPTION / ANTIGUA  
50m, 12 guests, from US$250,000

TELEOST / ANTIGUA  
49m, 10 guests, from US$175,000

SHAMANNA / ANTIGUA  
35m, 8 guests, from €68,000

HIGHLANDER  / BELIZE  
49m, 12 guests, from US$150,000

ROX STAR / CUBA   
40m, 10 guests, from US$80,000

11-11 / CUBA   
63m, 12 guests, from €650,000

S.E ASIA

BIG FISH / THAILAND  
45m, 10 guests, from US$245,000

SALUZI / PALAU   
69m, 16 guests, from US$480,000

AQUA MEKONG / VIETNAM  
62m, 40 guests, from US$297,000

INDIAN OCEAN

HEMISPHERE / MALDIVES  
44m, 10 guests, from US$260,000

TITANIA / SEYCHELLES  
73m, 12 guests, from US$420,000

MEXICO

MAMMA MIA / PUERTO VALLARTA 
36m, 10 guests, from US$105,000

AZTECA II / SEA OF CORTEZ 
50m, 12 guests, from US$220,000

ALBATROSS / BAJA  
35m, 10 guest, from US$85,000

SOUTH PACIFIC

ETHEREAL / POLYNESIA  
58m, 12 guests, from US$225,000

SURI / POLYNESIA  
63m, 12 guests, from US$350,000

USA

SIMA / EAST COAST  
30m, 8 guests, from US$45,000

METEOR / NEW ENGLAND 
52m, 6 guests, from US$126,000

ANTARCTICA

LEGEND / ANTARCTICA 
77m, 26 guests, from 
€455,000

AUSTRALIA

SEAHAWK / AUS, NEW ZEALAND 
59m, 12 guests, from €225,000
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292 0  Y E A R S  O F  E D M I S T O N

Our brand has become synonymous with the most spectacular yachts and an irresistible 

lifestyle. All backed up by our unique grasp of the Business of Yachting.  During this double 

decade we have worked with the best in the industry. From designers and shipbuilders to 

captains and our brokers who have made so many deals come to fruition. 

Today Edmiston embraces yachting in every corner of the globe. Offices in London, 

Monte Carlo, New York and Mexico City and clients worldwide who have enabled us to build, 

charter and manage so many of the most fabulous yachts of all time. 

Thank you – one and all.

Edmiston was founded in the second 
great age of yachting. We broke the 
mould, we changed the rules and 
nothing has been the same since.



Looking ahead, if Turkey is on your cruising agenda make a note of Palmarina in the beautiful landscape 

surrounding Bodrum. Port capacity is truly impressive: eight berths for yachts up to 105 metres and 69 berths 

for yachts up to 50 metres. Easy access? The marina even has a helipad on the roof of one of its restaurants.

In addition to a large number of high-end shops and restaurants, there is an art gallery, beach club, spa, 

nightclubs and boutique hotels with supervised entertainment for kids of all ages.

Technical facilities include a lift for yachts up to 260 tons (45m) and a dry dock for servicing and repairs. 

Speak to Edmiston for further information.

E A S T  M E D I T E R R A N E A N 

To what extent St Barths is the Caribbean’s St Tropez has always been 

a matter of opinion. This tiny island has a pulling power way out of 

proportion to its size and to be in the area and not drop in to see and be 

seen would be a huge mistake.

From November 1, Edmiston will have an office (Rue du Bord de Mer) in the heart of the port 

in Gustavia. No doubt there will be a celebratory event and please let us know if you are visiting 

so that we can send an invitation.

So what is going on this season? The usual mix of sun, fun and fireworks.

New Year’s Eve in or around the port and also in Baie St Jean will be as incandescent as ever. 

Beaches surround St Barths. Drop anchor off a different one each day and it would still take 

you over two weeks to see them all. St Jean is cool as you can drop into Eden Rock for lunch, have 

(feet in the sand) dinner on the beach and shop in between. Gouverneur is serene and Saline is 

stupendous for a beach barbecue set up by your crew. The Cheval Blanc’s Spa is an ode to chic 

style with pampering in a beautiful garden. Or Guanahani or Serenity or a spa session on your yacht.

The restaurant scene is on sensory overload. So many great new places including La Guerite 

(fresh from Cannes), 1 OAK (from NY), laid back Orega, Eden Roc’s Sand Bar and Le Toiny for 

lunch. The gastronomic event of the year will be in November when 9 chefs sharing 12 Michelin 

stars create a cooking extravaganza. 

At night St Barths is hi octane hedonism. Any bar around the port descends into a dancing 

vibe and there are clubs on the beach, near the beach and doubtless on your yacht – overlooking 

the beach. St Barths in style with Edmiston – you only have to call.

St Barths

We know 
all the saints in 
the Caribbean
St Barths, St Lucia, St Kitts, St Vincent, 

St Martin, St Eustatius and all the other islands. 

Talk to Edmiston about where to go – what to do 

in the Caribbean this winter.


